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fussy ingredients. Christopher Kimball's latest cookbook, "Milk Street:
Cookish," features recipes that look fancy but are quite simple, including
Fish Sandwiches with Tahini Yogurt and Citrus-Cilantro Chicken Skewers.
Impress your guests, and keep kitchen time to a minimum. What could be
better?
Treat yourself to that ice-cream cone, relax on a patio with a good friend,
and soak in the summer vibes. As always, it's a pleasure to send you this
magazine.
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AMERICAN LIFESTYLE
Summertime means backyard gatherings, visits to the local ice-cream
shop, and delicious dinners that are easy to whip up. This issue of
American Lifestyle magazine serves up helpful tips on all three.
Everyone wants to be outside when the weather gets warmer, which means
your outdoor space is also your entertaining space. Now is a perfect time
to spruce it up with candles, new patio furniture, or even carefully planted
flowers. Check out the backyard splendor feature to get inspiration for
creating your own personal oasis.
Did someone say ice cream? Delaware farmers Kevin and Katey Evans had
a breakthrough moment in 2015 when they decided to add their imperfect
fruit, which would normally go to waste, to a line of frozen treats served at
their new creamery, The Frozen Farmer. They also partner with local
farms to buy imperfect fruit such as brown bananas or super-ripe
pineapples. Their seasonal flavors are inventive, like Strawberry Pretzel
Salad, a summer favorite.
The best summer meals are the ones that don't require a lot of time or
fussy ingredients. Christopher Kimball's latest cookbook, "Milk Street:
Cookish," features recipes that look fancy but are quite simple, including
Fish Sandwiches with Tahini Yogurt and Citrus-Cilantro Chicken Skewers.
Impress your guests, and keep kitchen time to a minimum. What could be
better?
Treat yourself to that ice-cream cone, relax on a patio with a good friend,
and soak in the summer vibes. As always, it's a pleasure to send you this
magazine.
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Get inspired to make the most of your
backyard this summer. // page 42

Pictured left to right: Kevin Evans, Katey Evans, and Katey's mom, Jo Ellen Algier

Farmers Kevin and Katey Evans

FARM AND FAMILY

in te rv ie w with katey evans | writte n by matthew brady | photogra phy by evans farms, unless noted

decided to tackle food waste
on their more than 3,000-acre
farm in Bridgeville, Delaware,
by incorporating imperfect fruits
into frozen treats. Katey describes
life on the farm, explains the
importance of sustainability and
locally sourced foods, and shares
how she struck a deal for their
creamery business, The Frozen
Farmer, on Shark Tank.

What’s your role on the farm?

I’ve helped my husband, Kevin, a thirdgeneration farmer, on the family farm
since day one of our relationship. After
we got married, I started with office
work and then took over operations of
our farm market while working a second
job at the Delaware Farm Bureau. I then
took a telecommuting PR job at a
communications company based out of
Virginia, where I worked for years until
The Frozen Farmer demanded my fulltime attention.
What inspired you to start The
Frozen Farmer?

Our produce is sold at grocery stores,
which need the food to look good. A
lot of our imperfect crops—up to 20
percent—were going to waste even
though they tasted great. We wanted
to reduce that waste, so we decided
to add the fruits to a line of frozen
products and opened The Frozen Farmer
creamery in 2015.
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Tell us what Evans Farms and The
Frozen Farmer offer:

At our farm market, people can shop
for homegrown produce, milk, cheese,
and bread, as well as local meats, jarred
items, and Amish-baked goods. We also
have a playground on the farm and a
chicken coop where kids love to feed the
chickens, and we host field trips and do
farm festivals through the fall.
Our menu is abundant at The Frozen
Farmer. We sell super-premium ice
cream and milkshakes, which contain
less air and are 14 percent butterfat,
making them really rich; dairy-, gluten-,
and fat-free sorbets and smoothies; and
Frobert, a delicious combination of the
ice cream and sorbet. We have around
fifty flavors overall, with some seasonal
swap-outs. We also offer other treats like
sundaes and fresh juices.
What are your most popular flavors?

It rotates seasonally. In summer, it’s
the Strawberry Pretzel Salad ice cream,
hands-down. In local strawberry season,
we grow about five acres of strawberries
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every year, which we also sell here on
the farm, to local Giant Food stores,
and to local farm markets because there
aren’t many other strawberry growers in
the area.
My personal favorite is the Blueberry
Strudel Frobert, which is why I took it
to Shark Tank—it’s the one that Lori
Greiner raved about, too. We also create
other flavors with upcycled fruit, like the
Pineapple Mango sorbet, which is one of
our best sellers.
How did your Shark Tank pitch
come about?

Our customers have always told us that
we should take our products to Shark
Tank. Honestly, I had never watched the
show prior to us getting serious about
trying out for it. But in one meeting
with Giant Food, our buyer said
something that stuck with me: that we
could be like the Skinnygirl brand.
Bethenny Frankel is the owner of
Skinnygirl and was on Real Housewives
of New York City (I’m a big Real
Housewives fan), so I was inspired to
reach out to her, hoping for a note of
encouragement. But instead of just
congratulating me, she sent a video
saying that this would be a wonderful
idea for Shark Tank. Since she was a
guest Shark on seasons nine and ten, I
took that as a sign.
I applied for a casting in New York
and stood in line with hundreds of
other entrepreneurs, totally out of
my element—I was wearing overalls
and stuck out like a sore thumb. In
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my open audition, I knew if I could
get the casting team to just taste the
product, we would have a shot. The
one I was assigned to popped the top of
the Orange Cream, tried a scoop, and
said “That’s all I need. Thank you very
much.” I felt that I’d just made it or I
broke it. But we made it!
Being a small, family-run business, we
had to maintain business as usual at
the time because we were in the busy
ice-cream and produce season. That was
definitely a challenge. It made it all the
more rewarding when we got a deal
with Lori.
Speaking of it being a family-run
business, you and Kevin (with help
from your mother) manage all this
yourselves. How do you do it?

“

My personal favorite is the Blueberry Strudel Frobert,
which is why I took it to Shark Tank—it’s the one that
Lori Greiner raved about, too. We also create other
flavors with upcycled fruit, like the Pineapple Mango
sorbet, which is one of our best sellers.
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We juggle a lot. Kevin and I sometimes
work eighteen-hour days and almost
always seven days a week. I have three
kids—ages eight, six, and two—and
sometimes even family time becomes
work time. At night, I’m on the phone,
researching, doing social media, or
texting our vendors for orders for the
next day. Kevin sets his alarm clock in
the middle of the night to check on
irrigations. I tell people that we don’t
sleep much; we just nap. Work is life to
us, and life is work. I don’t ever feel like
I get up and go to work, though. No day
seems like “work” when you love what
you do as much as we do.
Bridgeville is a small, close-knit
town. What does the community
mean to you?

My husband’s family has been part
of this town for seventy-eight years.
Being able to run a business for our
community to enjoy has been a vital
aspect of growing The Frozen Farmer
and is something that’s very close to

© Rodney Wilson Jr.

our hearts. Like any small business,
you do what you can to support your
community and give back to it because,
at the end of the day, your neighbors are
like your family.
And that includes using locally
sourced foods?

Correct. For produce we don’t grow
here on the farm, we partner with other
local farmers and suppliers to use their
in-season food. For example, there’s a
local supplier of bananas and pineapples.
When they’re not able to sell that fruit
quickly to their customers, we’ll buy it;
the brown bananas and the super-ripe
pineapples are perfect for our Banana
Berry and Pineapple Mango sorbets.
It’s a win-win for everyone and further
reduces food waste.
How do you feel about
food education?

Educating our own children about food
obviously comes first and foremost. But
there are a lot of misconceptions out

there about agriculture, so making sure
the consumer is educated about best ag
practices, safe food handling, and all
the issues that farmers deal with on a
day-to-day basis is extremely important
to us. In my position, one of the things
I’m most passionate about is spreading
ag education and awareness. We work
with schools to do this, and we do it at
both the farm market and The Frozen
Farmer—in fact, The Frozen Farmer
exposure has given me an even larger
platform to speak about it.
Can you imagine doing
anything else?

My first job was working on a farm
when I was twelve years old, so it’s
always been a passion of mine. It’s not
something I thought I’d make a career
out of, but when you marry a farmer,
you marry the farm, too. I couldn’t see
myself doing anything else. Farm and
family are one and the same.
For more info, visit thefrozenfarmer.com or
evansfarmsproduce.com
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PABLO PICASSO ONCE SAID, “ART

FRAMING BEAUTY
A Beginner’s Guide to Displaying Art
w r i t t e n b y alexa bricker | p h otog rap h y as noted

washes away from the soul the dust of
everyday life.” This sentiment could not
be more perfect for describing the way
art can impact the quality of life within
a home. Most American households
have at least some form of art on display,
be it an original painting, photographs,
sculptural work, or even a child’s finger
painting. However, not many people are
confident when it comes to displaying
art the right way.
The guide that follows will help you
find art pieces that will fit best with
your style and offers ideas for displaying
art properly so that it shines in your
spaces and adds warmth and intrigue to
your home.
FINDING THE PERFECT PIECES

Whether your style is rustic, minimalist
and modern, or something in between,
there are plenty of places you can visit to
find art that fits in your spaces. Art can
be purchased just about anywhere these
days, even at big-box stores like Target
and HomeGoods. But places like these
don’t necessarily offer exceptional pieces
that will suit your personal taste.

© Creativa Studio/iStock/Getty Images
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WITH A MODERN DECORATING TASTE,
THE OPTIONS FOR INCORPORATING
ART ARE VARIED. DEPENDING ON
THE COLOR SCHEME OF YOUR SPACE,
YOU CAN GO BOLD WITH ARTWORK
OR TAKE A MORE NEUTRAL ROUTE,
BUT SELECTING PIECES THAT ARE
ATTENTION-GRABBING IS KEY.
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FARMHOUSE/RUSTIC

If your style leans toward quaint and
country, then you are probably already
familiar with online shops like Etsy
and Twelve On Main, which offer a
large variety of farmhouse-style artwork
for sale. In most cases, you can order
prints to frame yourself or prints that
come already framed, as well as prints
on canvas. To maintain your current
aesthetic, it’s best to stick to artwork in
cool, neutral tones, such as gray, white,
blue, and green, and imagery that is
reminiscent of country life (e.g., still life,
farm scenes, and landscapes). Antique

stores and flea markets are other great
places to look for art with this theme.
Look for one-of-a-kind pieces that can
be used throughout your home—on
shelves, mantels, and as tabletop decor.
MODERN

With a modern decorating taste, the
options for incorporating art are varied.
Depending on the color scheme of your
space, you can go bold with artwork or
take a more neutral route, but selecting
pieces that are attention-grabbing is
key. Tappan is an online collection of
contemporary art across a variety of

mediums. The site allows you to search
by categories like color, orientation,
palette, and price, helping you find the
perfect piece depending on your style
and budget. You can also familiarize
yourself with some of the most popular
contemporary artists and follow your
favorites’ work to grow your collection.
SIMPLISTIC

You don’t have to have art on every wall
to make your home feel complete. In
fact, a simple approach to displaying art
can be one of the most effective ways to
capture the essence of a piece. Bringing

a touch of art into a pared-down design
can be as easy as utilizing pieces you
already have. If you have a lot of old
family photos, you can arrange them
in a gallery display or in a straight line
on the wall for a clean look. Minted
also has a wide range of prints available
online in minimalist patterns, colors,
and designs, as well as a section of art
murals, which come as removable panels
you can install to transform an entire
wall into a work of art.
FUNCTION AND FORM

One of the biggest misconceptions
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about displaying art is that it should be
the focal point of the room. While it
certainly can be, the average home is not
an art gallery; therefore, your art should
blend in with the overall aesthetic of
your space, not detract from it. You
should always look for pieces that speak
to your personal taste, and you should
not be swayed by what you think you
should buy based on what’s popular.
After all, you will be the person who is
surrounded by this art every day. Once
you’ve purchased pieces that you love,
the next (and arguably the hardest) step
is deciding where to place the work
throughout your home.
SPACE

Unless you are putting together a gallery
wall, your art needs room to breathe.
You can group pieces of varying styles
together; try groups of three for the
most unified look. Just be sure to keep
color scheme and style in mind, and
place pieces side by side before you
commit to hanging them to make sure
they blend cohesively. But, even when
grouping art, you need to be mindful of
the distance between each piece. A good
rule of thumb is to keep frames spaced
two to three inches apart, even within a
gallery wall design.

the piece), or three to four inches above
any furniture. If you’re hanging a larger
piece above a sofa, the optimum breadth
is about two-thirds the width of the sofa.
MOVEMENT

Artwork can add a lot of movement and
contribute to the flow in your spaces
if it’s thoughtfully placed. Sculptures
and larger pieces, in particular, should
be given adequate space and shouldn’t
be flush against a wall. Placing an
arrangement of artwork or photos along
a staircase will guide the eye upward.
Think about the way you and others
move through your home, and make
sure each piece of art is displayed in
unity with that movement.
LIGHT

You’ll never find an art gallery without
adequate lighting around each piece,
and the same principle should apply to
art in your home. Make sure your art is
displayed in an area with a good amount
of natural light during the day, or
consider installing it in a spot where the
lighting in your home will hit it nicely.
To really capture the gallery effect, you
could also place smaller lights, set to a
timer, above each piece so they are welllit at night.

HEIGHT

GIVE YOUR HOME PERSONALITY

You might be tempted to hang your art
high on the wall to leave a large amount
of space between the piece and your
furniture and to make sure the artwork
is clearly visible. However, hanging your
art high can have the opposite effect.
Instead, hang your art at about eye level,
roughly five feet from the floor (this
could vary depending on the height of

The biggest difference between a home
with art and one without is character.
When you step into a space with art,
you get a much better sense of whose
home you are in. You don’t need to have
the largest art collection or the most
expensive pieces. What matters is that
the art you own speaks to your personal
style, that it’s displayed with intent,
and that it feels like a natural part of
your home.
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“

Unless you are putting together a gallery wall, your
art needs room to breathe. You can group pieces of
varying styles together; try groups of three for the
most unified look.
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Cuban mojo, a multipurpose blend of garlic, citrus and olive

EASY

oil, inspired these tangy-sweet chicken skewers. We combine
citrus zest and juice, cilantro, vinegar and garlic; the mixture
doubles as quick marinade and sauce for serving on the side.
Grapefruit or oranges work equally well here; when zesting the
fruit make sure to remove only the colored peel, not the bitter

FLAVOR

pith underneath. For easiest cleanup, line the baking sheet with
foil before placing the skewers on top.

reci p es b y christopher kimball
p hot og r ap hy b y connie miller

Serves 4–6
Grated zest of 1 grapefruit or 2 medium
oranges, plus 4 tablespoons juice, divided
1 cup lightly packed fresh cilantro, chopped
¼ cup packed brown sugar or honey
3 tablespoons neutral oil, divided
2 tablespoons white wine vinegar
2 medium garlic cloves, finely grated
Kosher salt
2 pounds boneless, skinless chicken thighs,
halved lengthwise

citrus-cilantro
chicken skewers
1. Heat the broiler with a rack 4 inches from the element.
2. In a medium bowl, stir together the zest, 2 tablespoons juice,
cilantro, sugar, 2 tablespoons oil, vinegar, garlic and 2 teaspoons
salt. Transfer 2 tablespoons of the mixture to a small bowl. Add
it to the remaining emaining 1 tablespoon oil and remaining 2
tablespoons juice; set aside.
3. Toss the chicken with the original mixture, then scrunch onto
metal skewers. Place on a broiler-safe rimmed baking sheet.
4. Broil until lightly charred, about 12 minutes, flipping once
halfway through. Serve with the sauce.

Excerpted from Milk Street: Cookish. Copyright © 2020 by Christopher Kimball. Photographs by Connie Miller. Used
with permission of Voracious, an imprint of Little, Brown and Company. New York, NY. All rights reserved.
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For these easy fish sandwiches, we broil haddock fillets until tender and flaky. Haddock
is lean and mild, so to boost flavor, we first season it with olive oil mixed with aromatic
coriander and cumin. And to add richness, the toasted rolls are spread with a mixture of
yogurt, tahini and additional spices. Leafy greens, sliced tomato, shaved red onion and
fresh flat-leaf parsley are all delicious additions for these sandwiches.

Serves 4
½ cup plain whole-milk yogurt
¼ cup tahini
2 teaspoons ground coriander, divided
1½ teaspoons ground cumin, divided
Kosher salt and ground black pepper
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
Four 4-ounce skinless haddock fillets
4 French rolls or Kaiser rolls, toasted

fish sandwiches
with tahini yogurt
1. Heat the broiler with a rack about 4 inches from the element.
2. Mix the yogurt, tahini, ½ teaspoon coriander, ½ teaspoon cumin
and ½ teaspoon salt; set aside. In another bowl, mix the oil with
the remaining 1½ teaspoons coriander, the remaining 1 teaspoon
cumin, ½ teaspoon salt and 1 teaspoon pepper.
3. Place the fillets on a wire rack set over a broiler-safe rimmed
baking sheet, then brush with the spiced oil. Broil until the fish
flakes easily, about 4 minutes. Serve on toasted rolls spread with
the yogurt-tahini mixture.
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Using pickling liquid in a salad dressing is an easy way to boost flavor while also adding
acidity. In this vinaigrette, pickled jalapeños bring heat while their liquid lends an extra
dose of green-chili earthiness. The pumpkin seeds and avocado offer enough richness
to make the salad a light main course, or pair it with sliced grilled skirt steak or hearty
grains, such as barley, farro or quinoa.

Serves 4
3 to 4 tablespoons pickled jalapeño slices,
chopped, plus ¼ cup pickling liquid
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
Kosher salt and ground black pepper
4 cups lightly packed baby arugula
3 radishes, halved and thinly sliced or
½ English cucumber, halved lengthwise
and thinly sliced
1 cup lightly packed fresh cilantro or
4 scallions, thinly sliced on the diagonal
¼ cup pumpkin seeds, toasted

arugula salad with
jalapeÑo vinaigrette
1. In a large bowl, whisk together the jalapeños and their liquid,
the oil and ¼ teaspoon pepper.
2. Add the arugula, radishes, cilantro and half of the pumpkin
seeds, then toss. Season with salt and pepper. Fold in the avocado.
3. Transfer to a serving bowl, then sprinkle with the remaining
pumpkin seeds.

2 ripe but firm avocados, halved, pitted,
peeled and sliced
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Eton mess, a dessert of crushed baked meringue, whipped cream and berries, is said
to have originated at England’s Eton College. For this version, we use store-bought
meringue cookies, toast them under the broiler and layer them with whipped cream
studded with cherries and chopped chocolate. Frozen cherries make this dessert a
breeze to put together; we chop then soften the fruit by microwaving the pieces with
sugar and sherry vinegar, which balances the sweetness of the meringues.

Serves 4
2 cups frozen pitted sweet cherries, thawed
and chopped
¹/³ cup white sugar
3 tablespoons sherry vinegar
4 ounces vanilla or cocoa meringue cookies,
lightly crushed (about 2 cups)
1 cup cold heavy cream
3 ounces bittersweet chocolate,
finely chopped

eton mess with
cherries and chocolate
1. In a small microwave-safe bowl, mix the cherries, sugar and
vinegar. Microwave for 5 minutes, then strain, reserving the liquid;
cool completely.
2. Heat the broiler with a rack about 4 inches from the element.
Spread the meringues on a broiler-safe rimmed baking sheet and
broil until browned, 30 to 60 seconds.
3. In a medium bowl, whip the cream to soft peaks. Add the
reserved cherry liquid and two-thirds of the chocolate, then beat to
stiff peaks.
4. Spread half the meringues and half the cherries in a serving
bowl. Top with the whipped cream, then the remaining cherries,
meringues and chocolate.
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Oakland resident Kelly Finley
transmuted her experience and
skills as a corporate litigator into

GOOD DESIGN

interview w ith kelly finley | w ritten by shelley goldstein | photogra phy by the IT factory, unless noted

a thriving career as an interior
designer and founder of Joy Street
Design, carving out a signature
style of bold colors and patterns
along the way.
Your path to design took an
unconventional route. Will you take
us through your education journey?

I went to college to become an engineer.
My first major was math and computer
science. After a few years of coding in
a lab, I realized that I needed a more
social outlet and switched my major to
information technology in the business
school. This major allowed me to engage
in the IT side of things but also use
other skills and have more fun.
After moving to Manhattan, I worked as
a fundraiser for a nonprofit organization.
I realized many of the successful people
that I met had law degrees. I decided
to take the LSAT and got into Stanford
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Law School. I moved to California
without any intention of ever practicing
law, but I truly enjoyed the adversarial
process and the way lawyers think. I
graduated, clerked for a district judge,
and became a corporate litigator.
Did you work in that profession
for long? What prompted the
career switch?

I worked as a litigation attorney at a
large law firm in San Francisco for six
years. About four years in, I realized
that I needed a creative outlet to balance
the crazy workload. I began taking an
evening class in drafting and fell in
love with the subject. For the next two
years, I worked during the day and took
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drafting classes in the evening, often
pulling all-nighters to get a homework
assignment done after writing legal
briefs. I started doing projects on the
side, and when a move to Los Angeles
required me to look for another job,
I decided to go out on my own and
try interior design as a career. My first
clients were my attorney colleagues
and friends who believed in my ability
to do anything with a certain level of
professionalism and grit.

15 to 20 percent of what happens
daily. At Joy Street Design, we often
stress that, while we make very pretty
rooms, we are superb project managers
that provide great service to our clients
as they go through the often difficult
process of renovating and decorating.
I use some element of my previous
experience every day.

How has your law career helped in
your design career?

My design style is simple, modern, and
colorful. I love clean lines and simple
silhouettes, but I also always need to
have something that is very colorful. I
have no desire to live in a black-and-

While most people think that interior
design is about decorating and making
spaces pretty, that is actually only about

I LOVE CLEAN LINES AND
SIMPLE SILHOUETTES, BUT I
ALSO ALWAYS NEED TO HAVE
SOMETHING THAT IS VERY
COLORFUL. I HAVE NO DESIRE
TO LIVE IN A BLACK-AND-WHITE
WORLD (IN ANY CAPACITY)
AND SEEK TO INFUSE COLOR
AND FUN IN ALL ASPECTS OF
MY LIFE.

How would you describe your
design style? What influences or
inspirations have shaped this style?
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white world (in any capacity) and seek
to infuse color and fun in all aspects of
my life. My cultural background and
childhood memories shape my style. As
a Black child in Chicago, I grew up in
a house full of color, art, and, vibrancy.
I don’t think I had ever been in a room
that was all white before moving to
college. The idea that color equals joy
and happiness was ingrained in me from
an early age.
As I’ve gotten older, I continue
to be inspired by how people live
everywhere—in another city, in
another country, or on my block. I
love to see the creative ways people
solve a problem. Traveling to foreign
countries—especially where people
live very differently than we do in the
United States—helps me think outside
the box.
What is your biggest design
pet peeve?

Pretty interiors that say nothing personal
about the space—for example, no
special art that was purchased on a trip,
no odd thing on the bookcase that the
client can’t part with. Now more than
ever, home is about safety and security
from the outside world and having your
own personality reflected in the things
around you is important.
Tell us about the New York
Condo project:

The project was for a repeat client
that moved to New York City from
Oakland. We took a dated condo and
updated it to fit the lifestyle of a modern
family. It was a great exercise in making
spaces work better while also infusing
personality into them.
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Let’s talk about those colorful
barstools. Were they chosen
before or after the rest of the
kitchen design?

The barstools were chosen after the
bones of the kitchen were finalized.
We like to keep the elements that are
hard to change relatively neutral. In
this case, we went with a gorgeous deep
navy blue cabinet and added white
quartz countertops and a marble mosaic
backsplash. This foundation is great and
classic but also not terribly interesting.
The barstools brought in that little bit
of whimsy with the shape, and the bold
orange color made the entire space
come alive.
You used a very similar color palette
throughout the whole space. What
was the strategy behind that?

We wanted the house to tell a story and
make sense together. It didn’t need to
match, but considering the smaller size
of the condo, we didn’t want someone to
walk into one room and be surprised by
what was happening down the hall.
The bathroom wallpaper is so
much fun. Will you talk about that
design choice?

In a powder room, you can pack a
stronger punch because no one stays
in the room for long periods of time.
The wallpaper (available from Flavor
Paper) represents different artists and
luminaries in the Bay Area, which is a
fitting nod to the place they had called
home. It’s one of my favorite features in
this room.
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“

Lighting is the jewelry in the room. You might have on
a lovely tailored suit, but if you aren’t wearing earrings
or a necklace, it falls flat. I consider lighting to be that
element that takes a room to the next level.

The lighting choices are all art
pieces in their own right. Would you
say lighting is a hallmark of your
design style?

six years, and I consider this home. It’s
such a vibrant and diverse community
that has embraced our family and my
business. I love the thriving Black
community in the city and how the
area is growing in a variety of ways. I
also serve on the board of the Oakland
Museum of California and am actively
involved in other organizations in
the city.

What are some tips you have
for creating vignettes on built-in
shelving or coffee tables?

Are there other careers that you
think you’d like to try out?

Lighting is the jewelry in the room. You
might have on a lovely tailored suit,
but if you aren’t wearing earrings or a
necklace, it falls flat. I consider lighting
to be that element that takes a room to
the next level.

Styling a coffee table or shelf is an art
but not one that is easily learned. The
goal is to create movement that allows
the eyes to continue to explore the
space. Vary the height of items, group
items in odd numbers, and have fun
by adding the things you love. You can
always edit, but you’ll be happy that
you get to share those cherished items
with others.
How would you describe
your personality?

I work off the motto of “work hard, play
hard.” I am no nonsense and serious
when I need to be for work and can
hold my ground with anyone. I love
systems and order. I’ve never met a to-do
list I didn’t want to tackle. But when
work is over or humming along, I am
just as silly and talkative as my sevenyear-old daughter.
Do you feel at home in Oakland?
What is it about that city that
resonates with you?

I’ve been in the Bay Area for over
eighteen years. I’ve been in Oakland for
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I would love to get involved in real estate
development to create homes based on
the Joy Street brand and lifestyle. I have
a strong point of view on how homes
should flow, and I’d love to be present
at the beginning of a project to provide
that insight on structure optimization.
What have you been inspired
by recently?

I believe home is vitally important
to our happiness and peace of mind.
I started a nonprofit organization,
Joy Street Initiative, that is dedicated
to improving lives through the
transformation of spaces for those who
are less house-secure. Ten percent of
Joy Street Design’s profits is donated
to Joy Street Initiative to renovate and
decorate women’s shelters in the Bay
Area. I believe that restoring dignity and
ownership in these spaces is extremely
important, especially as people
transition out of hardship or trauma. It
is rewarding to do this work and fund
it with the interior design work that we
love to do for our clients.
For more info, visit joystreetdesign.com
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A CERTAIN INTRINSIC APPEAL OF

Americana is its charming small towns.
Long before John Mellencamp sang an
ode to small-town living, fictional places
like Avonlea, Mayberry, and Bedford
Falls left their own indelible impressions.
Many people have enjoyed growing
up in a small town or at least passing
through one—regardless of where they
were in the country.

EU
RE
KA!
w r it t e n b y matthew brady | p h otog rap h y b y eureka springs tourism
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One place that exudes this captivating
aura is Eureka Springs, Arkansas, a town
of approximately 2,100 people nestled
in the Ozark Mountains less than a half
hour from Missouri. Even though it
doesn’t even crack the top one hundred
most-populated places in the state, it’s
been lauded as one of America’s best
small towns by publications as varied
as Fodor’s, Smithsonian Magazine,
Reader’s Digest, House Beautiful, and
Architectural Digest. When you take a
trip to this charming, eclectic hamlet,
you’ll experience the best that smalltown life has to offer.
STAY AWHILE

You’ll want to find an enjoyable place
to stay while visiting, and the town
has ample options, including hotels,
inns, cottages, and even treehouses. A
popular choice in the heart of the city
is the 1905 Basin Park Hotel. Located
on Spring Street, it’s heavily used for
the city’s events and is thus known as
“the most fun downtown.” In a typically
Eureka Springs twist, it ushers guests out
onto street level, regardless of what floor
they’re on. A fifteen-minute walk north,
a bit deeper into the Ozarks, lies the
majestic 1886 Crescent Hotel and Spa,
which oozes with historical charm.
DOWNTOWN DESTINATIONS

Downtown Eureka Springs is a sight to
behold and a treasure to explore. Most
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“

A popular choice in the heart of the city is the 1905
Basin Park Hotel. Located on Spring Street, it’s heavily
used for the city’s events and is thus known as “the
most fun downtown.” In a typically Eureka Springs
twist, it ushers guests out onto street level, regardless
of what floor they’re on.

noticeably, its streets are lined with
Victorian-style buildings—a nod to
the town’s late-1880s origins—and its
quaintness is only enhanced by the utter
lack of traffic lights and the fact that
none of the streets cross at right angles.
(Think about that.) It’s no surprise,
then, that it’s the only entire downtown
district in the country listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.

You can certainly take in the entire
downtown area by walking. However,
you can also consider one of its plentiful
trolley tours and walking tours.
THE NATURAL STATE

A must-see are the five beautiful parks in
town, which offer endless opportunities
to enjoy the great outdoors. Basin
Spring Park is a hub of activity in
downtown Eureka Springs, hosting
live music and other events, and it also
provides access to picturesque Basin
Spring—one of sixty natural springs
within the city, which people from far
and wide have visited for over a century
for their purported healing properties.

The businesses that make up the
downtown area only add to its charisma.
For example, when it comes to dining,
the most difficult part will be narrowing

down where to eat. With over one
hundred eateries, as varied as Creole,
Cajun, French, and Tex-Mex, you’re sure
to find the food and ambience that suits
your mood. Best of all, virtually every
establishment is locally owned, giving
you a true taste of the area.
If you’re a fan of big-box stores or
malls, this is definitely not the place for
you—downtown Eureka Springs is a
cavalcade of quirky, interesting, locally
owned shops. For example, Eureka
Market is the place to visit for all-natural
shopping, including food, candles, and
skin care items. You’ll find just the right
outfit at boutiques like C’est la Vie and
the Eureka Clothing Company. There’s
even a unique store called KaleidoKites
that, as the name suggests, offers mostly
kaleidoscopes and kites. Artistry also
abounds in the downtown area; working
artists comprise around 15 percent of
the population, so you’ll be sure to find
art that suits your fancy.
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At around 1,800 acres, Lake
Leatherwood City Park is one of the
largest city parks in the country and
features an 85-acre spring-fed lake
offering a variety of water activities,
including canoeing, swimming,
kayaking, jet-skiing, and fishing. The
lake, created by Lake Leatherwood
Dam, one of the largest handmade
limestone dams in the country, is
almost a century old and is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
The area offers even more to do on land,
such as over twenty miles of hiking and
biking trails, including cross-country
bike trails and gravity trails, the latter
of which shuttle you to the top of trails
and let you bike to the very bottom.
Travel three miles northwest of
downtown Eureka Springs on Highway
62, and in the middle of the woods
you’ll find the world-renowned structure
Thorncrown Chapel. Built in 1980 by
noted architect E. Fay Jones, this fortyeight-foot-high architectural marvel
is made of 6,000 square feet of glass
and contains 425 windows, allowing
for a perfect marriage of inside and
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out. Because of its significance, the
American Institute of Architects named
it the fourth-most important American
building of the twentieth century.
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ABOVE AND BELOW

Finally, to get a complete glimpse of
nature in all its glory, be sure to visit
the popular Turpentine Creek Wildlife
Refuge, one of the largest big cat
sanctuaries in the United States. On its
over 450 acres, you’ll witness rescued
lions, tigers, leopards, cougars, and
even bears.

The fun here doesn’t necessarily keep
you tethered to the ground, either. If
you love adventure, then you must try
the highest-rated zipline experience in
the country, Ozark Mountain Ziplines.
There are ten ziplines to choose from—
as high as three hundred feet in the air,
with cables up to 2,000 feet long—as
well as a swinging bridge. The company
welcomes thrill-seekers ages three and
up, so strap in and enjoy the ride and
the views!

All in all, with its numerous parks,
bodies of water, wooded areas, and trails,
Eureka Springs certainly does its part
to help Arkansas earn its moniker, the
Natural State.

If you prefer your adventure underneath
the town, Eureka Springs also has
you covered. About fifteen minutes
northeast of downtown is Onyx Cave
Park, where people have been taking

tours since 1893. Today, tours are selfguided so you can discover the beauty
at your own pace. Afterward, you can
pan for gemstones or buy them at the
gift shop, or you can enjoy the park’s
latest offering, ax-throwing. Want to go
directly beneath Eureka Springs? You
can take an underground tour of the
town to literally explore the foundation
of this fabulous place.

IF YOU LOVE ADVENTURE,
THEN YOU MUST TRY THE
HIGHEST-RATED ZIPLINE
EXPERIENCE IN THE COUNTRY,
OZARK MOUNTAIN ZIPLINES.
THERE ARE TEN ZIPLINES TO
CHOOSE FROM—AS HIGH AS
THREE HUNDRED FEET IN THE
AIR, WITH CABLES UP TO 2,000
FEET LONG—AS WELL AS A
SWINGING BRIDGE.

With its mix of quaint and outdoorsy,
modern and classical, traditional and
progressive, Eureka Springs is a one-ofa-kind destination and a diamond in
the rough for curiosity-seekers in the
southern United States.
For more info, visit eurekasprings.org
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OWNER TENEAL IVERY

A FEW YEARS AGO, I FOUND MYSELF

on a date at the Pennsylvania Farm
Show. After a couple hours of fawning
over tiny goats and fuzzy alpacas and
petting a variety of differently-haired
rabbits, we wandered into the giant
food hall. Nostalgia overtook my desire
for nutrition when I spotted the cotton
candy. As I stuffed a little pink cloud of
sugar in my mouth, I remembered the
unique sensation of having it instantly
melt and disintegrate into nothing. I
was giddy!
It’s that giddiness and nostalgia that
entrepreneur Teneal Ivery tapped
into when creating her business,
Ivory Cotton Bar. She explains, “I
liked the idea of a product that lights
up people’s faces with nostalgia and
childhood memories. I had recently
lost my grandmother and wanted to do
something meaningful with my time.
Cotton candy seemed like a good way
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for me to get my feet wet in business
due to the low start-up cost and
simplicity of the product.”
Ivery had dreamed of owning a business
from a young age, but it wasn’t very
common in her family, partially because
it was a riskier thing to do. After
getting her MBA, she began to seriously
consider her options. She recalls, “I
told myself I could do this, but I didn’t
tell anyone about my plans beforehand
because I knew I would face some level
of hesitation and second-guess myself.”
Being an entrepreneur was new for Ivery,
but her natural instincts, her passion for
creating, and her keen interest in microand macro-economics helped put her on
the path for sweet success. Her pop-up
at a local farmers market in Nashville,
Tennessee, was so well received, the
business quickly grew.
A NASHVILLE NOVELTY

Speaking of the Music City, this place
played a crucial role in the history of
cotton candy when dentist William
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Morrison and candymaker John C.
Wharton invented machine-spun
cotton candy there in 1897. They first
introduced the Fairy Floss to a wide
audience at the 1904 World's Fair with
great success, selling 68,655 boxes at
twenty-five cents per box (the equivalent
of $7.31 nowadays). However, the
history of spun sugar actually goes
all the way back to fifteenth-century
Venice, where pastry chefs would
caramelize sugar and use forks to drizzle
the hot syrup onto a broom handle
and mold the resulting threads into
magnificent creations. At the time, sugar
was a rarity and considered a treat for
only the wealthy.
Cotton candy as we know it today didn’t
come into existence until the Industrial
Revolution brought the aforementioned
Morrison and Wharton together. They
concocted a machine that had an electric

© Isabella Clifford
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heating element at the base of a funnelshaped dish that would melt the sugar.
Centrifugal forces would push the hot
syrup through tiny holes in the funnel
while an outer bowl contained the spun
sugar. Because the process was licketysplit fast, the melted sugar didn’t have
time to recrystallize.
ALL ABOARD THE FLAVOR TRAIN

© Ivory Cotton Bar

© Ivory Cotton Bar

© Ivory Cotton Bar

“

Pink was the standard color and flavor, but modern

both joyful and meaningful to Ivery:
“My favorite kind of day is spinning
cones outside at a festival or wedding
on a clear day in the perfect humidity
and temperature.” When asked who
gets more excited about cotton candy,
she laughs and reveals that “it’s a good
mixture. Kids go crazy and adults try to
hold their composure.”

Pink was the standard color and flavor,
but modern cotton candy has leveled
up. Ivery began with a few flavors that
she ordered online, but she wanted to
have fun and make her product stand
out. Using organic cane sugar and
natural flavorings and colorings was also
important to Ivery. She began making
her own flavors, like Maple Bacon and
Sea Salted Caramel. Those are a couple
of crowd-pleasers, among other favorites
like Strawberry Lemonade, Orange
Cream Sorbet, Cinnamon Roll, Peach
Cobbler, Banana Pudding, Red Velvet,
and Unicorn.

Ivory Cotton Bar cotton candy can also
be found in several local stores as well
as online. Ivery is busy working toward
an increased online presence, more
shelf space in larger stores, and even
a food truck. Her team is made up of
five women who value teamwork, good
customer service, consistency, quality
products, and a family-like atmosphere.
Ivery recalls her own insecurities as a
first-time business owner and has this
advice for young entrepreneurs: “Just do
it! Don’t hesitate. Don’t waste time with
all the reasons not to start. Instead, focus
on the reasons to start.”

With innovative flavors on the menu,
Ivory Cotton Bar quickly branched
out into the large-scale event sector,
with gigs at E! People’s Choice Awards,
LinkedIn, Tennessee Titans games,
and the CMAs. A local carpenter was
commissioned to build custom carts that
can be easily transported in an SUV or
sedan. Providing such a timeless treat
in creative ways makes the business

I am aware this is not what she meant,
but I turned Ivery’s advice into an excuse
to start eating cotton candy, ordering
a few containers of the ethereal sugary
treat, including a flavor called Purple
Rain. (Shout-out to the late Prince.) It
just goes to show Ivory Cotton Bar has
something for both the young and the
young at heart.
For more info, visit ivorycottonbarorganic.com

cotton candy has leveled up. Ivery began with a few
flavors that she ordered online, but she wanted to have
fun and make her product stand out.
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DESIGNING
BACKYARD SPLENDOR

THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER ARE OFTEN

the perfect time to lounge lazily on the
beach or in a hammock by the lake for
hours on end. However, with a little
effort and upkeep, you can create a
personal oasis right in your backyard.

w r i t t en by rebecca poole | pho t o gr aphy as noted

GO FOR GREEN

Step one to achieving a healthy backyard
is assessing your needs. Is your yard in
need of a large landscaping project? Do
you want to add a garden, potted plants
on the patio, or both? Once you figure
out the spots in your yard that require
extra attention and those that require
only cosmetic touch-ups, you’ll feel a lot
more organized.
One of the first steps to creating
a backyard that’s the envy of the
neighborhood is fertilizing your grass.
Think of fertilizing as feeding grass
the nutrients it needs; a healthylooking yard is ensured for months to
come. When choosing a fertilizer, it
may be a good idea to go the organic
route. Synthetic fertilizers are full of
compounds that could damage your
soil over time, whereas organic options
retain water better and, while they may
work slower, they do more for the longterm benefit of your yard. You only need
to apply fertilizer once between June
and August (and it should be six to eight
weeks after you did so in the spring).

© oneillbro/iStock/Getty Images
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Mowing your lawn properly will also
help keep your grass in tip-top shape.
Some tips to keep in mind include
not mowing it too short—it should
be around two to four inches high,
depending on your grass type. Mow in
the early hours of the day so both you
and the grass don’t suffer from too much
heat. And don’t forget to sharpen the
blades of your mower. Dull blades aren’t
just ineffective—they could also damage
your lawn. In addition, water your grass
a couple times a week in the morning, or
set your sprinkler timer accordingly, so
the sun doesn’t soak up all the moisture
before it has time to sink in.
However, for those who don’t have
a lush, green lawn, or for those who
don’t live in an area conducive to this
kind of yard, have no fear—there are
alternatives. Ornamental grass is a great
low-maintenance choice and is best
paired with other types of landscaping:
flowers, shrubs, and the like. Make sure
to spread mulch around it to ensure
its longevity.
If you live in an area that gets extremely
hot weather, warm-season grasses are the
easiest to care for in your climate. These

© Katarzyna Bialasiewicz/iStock/Getty Images

could include Bermuda grass (what
you see on golf courses), or midiron
grass, a turf option that does well with
significant foot traffic. To forgo greenery
altogether, consider gravel or slate,
which requires very little maintenance; a
wood or composite deck, which boosts
your home’s return on investment and
is ideal for an entertaining space; or
consulting with a landscaper about
installing a rock garden, which is eyecatching and can withstand hot and
cold temperatures.
The primary culprit to an unsightly
backyard is weeds. You want to act
fast and pull weeds as soon as you spot

them. Pulling them by hand is the best
way to go if you’re able, but, if not, you
may need to use herbicides. Just be sure
to use systemic options that kill the
roots as well and protect your face and
wear gloves and long sleeves.
CREATING AN OASIS

If you do have a deck or patio,
consider adding an outdoor rug. It
will immediately bring an element of
warmth and character, transforming
this space into a retreat-like atmosphere.
Add floor pillows as well (or keep them
stored nearby) for a unique entertaining
experience guests are sure to appreciate.

Once your lawn is green and thriving,
it’s time to spruce it up in other slightly
more fun ways. If building a new deck
or patio is outside your budget, there
are still a plethora of small upgrades
to make in order to fully benefit from
summer’s sunny days and warm nights.
It’s all about getting creative with the
space you already have.

© Torsten Dettlaff
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For those without a deck or patio, the tips below can ensure you make the
most of your space:

BLOOM IN STYLE

 Add citronella candles around the yard to ward off bugs and provide a
comforting feel.

A key factor of adding appeal to any outdoor area is through
greenery. Planting the right annuals and perennials this time
of year will breathe life into your yard (and may also result in
a newfound hobby: gardening!).

 Arrange furniture—even just lawn chairs—in a circle for easy entertaining. Other
accessories to consider buying include side tables, glassware, trays, and larger
seating to accommodate guests, such as a daybed or bench.

 For the sun-deprived yard: plant begonias,

 Maximize the space by adding various lighting options. String lights have been

popular for years and do wonders for creating an idyllic setting. Outdoor sconces
and other fixtures that hang from tree branches will create a cozy ambience.  

 While your backyard should be functional, it can also be whimsical. A hammock,

game area, firepit, tree swing, and a splash pad for children are all great options.

 Take it a step further by setting up an outdoor movie theater complete with a
screen or sheet, projector, speakers, and plenty of extra seating options. This can
provide the feeling of being on vacation without ever leaving home.

which do well in shade. This is a colorful pick
that’s as stylish as it is low maintenance.

 For attracting butterflies: plant black-eyed

Susans, yellow wildflowers in the sunflower
family that have the potential to grow to over
three feet tall.

 For adding a touch of personality to a
fence: plant clematis, a perennial that loves to
climb. (Cut the vine for reflowering later in
the season.)
 For variety: plant dahlias. They range in
size and color, and they make for a grand
centerpiece arrangement.
 For a classic summertime look: plant

© Markus Spiske

daisies, which will look wonderful in any yard
this time of year.

By giving your backyard some tender
love and care, it will result in a lively
and welcoming space to be enjoyed
throughout the summer season.

© blank space
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ROCK
MUSIC

writte n b y matthew brady | photogra phy by visit bucks county

Summertime means backyard gatherings, visits to the local ice-cream
shop, and delicious dinners that are easy to whip up. This issue of
American Lifestyle magazine serves up helpful tips on all three.

Everyone wants to be outside when the weather gets warmer, which means
your outdoor space is also your entertaining space. Now is a perfect time
to spruce it up with candles, new patio furniture, or even carefully planted
flowers. Check out the backyard splendor feature to get inspiration for
creating your own personal oasis.

Did someone say ice cream? Delaware farmers Kevin and Katey Evans had
a breakthrough moment in 2015 when they decided to add their imperfect
fruit, which would normally go to waste, to a line of frozen treats served at
their new creamery, The Frozen Farmer. They also partner with local
farms to buy imperfect fruit such as brown bananas or super-ripe
pineapples. Their seasonal flavors are inventive, like Strawberry Pretzel
Salad, a summer favorite.
The best summer meals are the ones that don't require a lot of time or
fussy ingredients. Christopher Kimball's latest cookbook, "Milk Street:
Cookish," features recipes that look fancy but are quite simple, including
Fish Sandwiches with Tahini Yogurt and Citrus-Cilantro Chicken Skewers.
Impress your guests, and keep kitchen time to a minimum. What could be
better?
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That’s the mystery you’ll discover at
Ringing Rocks Park, located about
sixty miles north of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, in a town called Upper
Black Eddy. As you venture a short
distance through the park’s woods, you’ll
arrive at a seven-acre field of variousshaped and -sized stones, piled ten feet
high, that ring like crystal bells when
struck. (It’s a rare travel destination that
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But if you go for the ringing rocks, stay
for the full nature experience. Ringing
Rocks Park has plenty of walking and
hiking trails on its 128 acres, as well as
picnic areas and the county’s highest
waterfall, High Falls, located deep
within the woods.

There’s no clear scientific consensus
as to why these rocks ring. (Is it their
composition? Their proximity to one
another, much like a symphony?)
However, one thing certainly rings true
when you experience their enchanting
sounds: they serve as another example
of humanity’s endless curiosity with the
planet we call home.
For more info, go to visitbuckscounty.com

However, ringing rocks are not exclusive
to the East Coast—for example,
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